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RESPONSES BY BARNZ TO AIRPORT RELATED QUESTIONS ASKED BY THE PRODUCTIVITY COMMISSION 

What has the Commission been asked to do? 
Q1 Are there important issues that may be 
overlooked as a result of adopting an 
economic efficiency perspective for this 
inquiry? 

An approach based on economic efficiency alone risks ignoring distributional outcomes arising from monopoly 
pricing, which cause a transfer of wealth from consumers to producers.   
This issue was considered by the Ministry of Economic Development and the Government during the review 
and amendment of Part 4 of the Commerce Act in 2008.  The conclusion reached by the MED was that both 
economic efficiency and distributional outcomes or objectives are important.  Likewise, the Explanatory Note of 
the Commerce Amendment Bill noted that a focus only on economic efficiency was problematic as ‘a key 
objective of economic regulation in NZ is the protection of consumers from excessive prices over the long term’.  
Thus the purpose statement of Part 4 reflects both the need to take into account distributional effects on 
consumers as well as economic efficiency.  Section 52A specifically includes the objective of ensuring that 
suppliers of regulated goods or services ‘are limited in their ability to extract excessive profits’ alongside 
economic efficiency objectives, creating a task for the Commission to balance the interests of suppliers and 
acquirers. 
BARNZ strongly considers that distributional outcomes should be taken into account by the Productivity 
Commission in its analysis.  This is for three reasons: 

• Pricing above a competitive level may have significant detrimental effects on dynamic efficiency, which 
is well recognised as being the most important of the three aspects of economic efficiency.  Normally a 
firm able to earn monopoly profits may have incentives to underinvest, thereby maintaining prices 
above a competitive level.  Conversely, a firm able to earn monopoly profits through setting charges on 
its asset base will have an incentive to over-invest.  Moreover, a firm able to earn monopoly profits, will 
face lower incentives to innovate and develop more efficient and cheaper methods for production.  In 
addition, monopoly prices can adversely affect the willingness of third parties to invest in upstream or 
downstream markets.  A firm knowing it will have to pay charges above a competitive level for an 
essential facility, may decline to invest in markets where participants have to use that essential facility. 

• Pricing above a competitive level can also lead to dead-weight losses where consumers and suppliers 
are collectively worse off. 

• Pricing above a competitive level results in wealth transfers from consumers to suppliers, with no 
discernable benefit to consumers. Increased costs above a competitive level are ultimately borne by 
consumers, which is inherently unfair and not in consumers’ long term interest.  In this case, consumers 
are consumers of imported goods and exporters.. 

 
Context 
Q2 Is the framework described in Section 
3.2 appropriate for this inquiry? Are there 
any important issues that might be missed? 

BARNZ notes that Cargo Terminal Operators and Avsec (Aviation Security) are missing from the air transport 
portion of the framework. 



 
 

Q3 Which components and component 
interfaces warrant greater attention? What 
is the evidence that they are inefficient? 
What contribution could changes make to 
an improvement in the overall efficiency of 
the freight system? 

BARNZ considers that monopoly pricing is occurring to various degrees at the New Zealand’s international 
airports.  In relation to freight, the following areas should particularly be scrutinised within the Commission’s 
inquiries: 

• The methodology by which landing charges are set and resulting level of charges, particularly the 
valuation of assets, treatment of revaluations and the level of WACC sought by the airports 

• The level of rent sought by the airports for freight facilities, particularly for land which straddles the 
airside boundary.   

• Access charges or licences fees levied by the airports for airside access 
Efficiency of individual components – airport   
Q27 Are Auckland, Christchurch and 
Wellington airports subject to competitive 
pressure for the air-freight related services 
they provide? Do they exert market power 
to the detriment of New Zealand exporters 
and importers? 

Air cargo services are provided by airports using a ‘landlord’ model, where the airport provides facilities for 
airlines and air cargo operators to use, upon payment of a rental or service fee.  Unlike Ports, the airport does 
not manage the movement of the cargo – this is undertaken by the airlines or cargo terminal operators.  
The airports provide a number of freight related services, some of which are subject to varying degrees of 
competitive pressure, and others of which are subject to no or little competitive pressure.  The Commerce 
Commission, in the Airport Price Inquiry in 2002, found that there was ‘insufficient constraints’ on the ability of 
the three main airports to exercise market power in the supply of airfield activities compared to markets with 
workable or effective competition.  The Commission also found that the countervailing power of airlines ‘is 
generally limited’ and ‘does not, by itself, prevent exercise or even abuses of market power.’ (Refer paras 24 
and 25)   
In relation to aircraft landing charges set by the airports (which include landing, rescue fire and aircraft parking), 
BARNZ considers that market power is being exerted to the detriment of NZ exporters and importers through 
the earning of monopoly profits.  However, where charges, such as lease rates, are determined by reference to 
market rents for comparable space, then there is mixed evidence — with market power being exerted in some 
instances, but not in others.  
 

Air-freight related 
service provided 

Competitive 
pressure? 

Exercise of market power to detriment of importers or exporters? 

Aircraft landing 
services 

No  Monopoly pricing of landing charges occurs through airports having 
the right to set charges as they think fit, and using this right to set 
high charges, often based on an overstated WACC, overstated land 
values and revaluation of assets without treating  revaluations as 
income 

Rescue fire services No  
Remote stand/ 
aircraft parking 
services 

No  

Fuel hydrant and 
storage facilities 

No  Not to date 

Airside access No  Access or licence fees appear to be charged by some airports to 
businesses for the right to access the airside portion of the airport.  
BARNZ is uncertain of the level of or commercial justification for such 



 
 

charges. 
Airside leased land or 
hangar space 

No  The 2006 Auckland Airport land valuation discloses ground lease 
rental rates for aircraft and freight uses of between $2 and $27 per 
sqm.  At that time the opportunity cost value of the land was valued 
by the airport at $600 000 per ha which suggests that market power 
may be being exercised in relation to some of these rental rates.  
More recent information at Auckland is not available to BARNZ.    
Wellington Airport’s 2006 land valuation discloses ground lease rental 
rates of between $4 and $22 per sqm pa, totalling $433 000 pa.  In 
Wellington Airport’s 2009 valuation, ground lease rental revenue is 
disclosed as having increased to $1.7m pa, which may well suggest 
market power is being exercised.  No further details are disclosed in 
the 2009 valuation report, despite a subsequent request by BARNZ.   
Ground lease rates were not disclosed in the 2007 valuation reports 
released publicly by Christchurch Airport so BARNZ is unable to 
comment.        

Landside leased land 
or hangar space 
within airport precinct 

Some 
competitive 
pressure 
from 
surrounding 
commercial 
areas  

Rental rates are unknown to BARNZ.                                                   

Q28 Do current ownership and 
governance arrangements of New 
Zealand’s international freight airports have 
any significant positive or negative effects 
on their long-term efficient configuration 
and operation, with respect to the supply of 
freight services? 

While BARNZ has not seen any significant negative effect of current ownership and governance arrangements 
of New Zealand’s international freight airports on the long-term efficient configuration and operation of freight 
services, it should be noted that local body involvement has not suppressed monopoly pricing by airports. 

Q29 The objective of a port company 
under the Port Companies Act is to 
‘operate as a successful business’. Should 
airport companies owned by local 
authorities have the same single objective 
rather than the multiple objectives specified 
in the Local Government Act? 

A single objective for airport companies owned by local authorities already exists in section 4(3) of the Airport 
Authorities Act 1966 which provides: 
 

Every airport operated or managed by an airport authority must be operated or managed as a 
commercial undertaking.  

Q30 What levels of investment have The levels of investment in international freight facilities are not separately disclosed in publicly available 



 
 

Auckland and Christchurch airports 
undertaken in international freight, and are 
they consistent with accessible and 
efficient services for New Zealand 
exporters and importers? 

information.  BARNZ is therefore unable to provide specific information.   
However, most airfield facilities are common to both passenger aircraft which carry freight, and freight only 
aircraft, such as the runway, taxiways and aprons.  The airports generally assess forecast demand and 
construct additional remote hard stands when the need is imminent.  BARNZ is not aware of there being any 
concern about airports being tardy in constructing additional aircraft parking areas. 

Q31 Should the future size and shape of 
New Zealand air freight services be left to 
market forces and individual airport 
owners, or do lumpiness and 
interdependence (including with 
investments in connecting parts of the 
overall supply chain) call for a more 
deliberately coordinated approach? 

Leaving aside the monopoly pricing issue where market forces have not been sufficiently balanced to result in a 
competitive outcome, BARNZ considers that in relation to investment, market forces, airlines and individual 
airport owners are best suited to determine the future size and shape of air freight services.  Demand from 
consumers and shippers drives the freight services offered by airlines, which in turn drives the facilities and 
future investment needed at airports.  Overlaying this are security and regulatory requirements mandated by 
the CAA (and agencies at other destination ports, particularly in Australia and the USA). 

Q32 What are the most appropriate 
measures of airport performance in 
international air freight? Can you assist the 
Commission by providing data that 
compares New Zealand airports against 
others? 

Given that so much of the airside facilities are used by both international and domestic passenger aircraft and 
freight aircraft, and that most aircraft carry both passengers and freight, it is difficult to derive airport 
performance measures that specifically relate to international air freight.  BARNZ considers that the most useful 
measure of airport performance in this context to enable NZ airports to be compared against others, is to 
compare the landing charges levied by New Zealand and Australian airports for freight aircraft of particular 
sizes.  

Q33 Are there opportunities to introduce 
or increase competition in the provision of 
air freight-related services at airports? 
Would such competition lead to better 
outcomes? 

Given that the runway and airfield facilities comprise a natural monopoly (due to the intensive capital 
requirements, specific geographical requirements for airports and economies of scale), there is limited 
opportunity to introduce competition with respect to airfield activities.  However, competition can be introduced 
in relation to facilities and space for the facilitation and processing of passengers, baggage and cargo, all of 
which can occur off site.  While this only occurs to a limited extent currently with passengers and baggage, 
there are a number of examples of cargo being consolidated and processed off-airport and delivered to airport 
ready to be loaded onto an aircraft. 

Q34 Is the existing and planned 
Commerce Commission regulation of 
airports sufficient to restrain monopoly 
pricing and induce an efficient level of 
investment? If not, what should change? 

BARNZ has serious doubts that the Commerce Commission regulation (which comprises annual information 
disclosure by the airports and monitoring by the Commission based on pre-specified input methodologies) will 
be sufficient to restrain monopoly pricing by airports which wish to continue doing so.  The Commerce 
Commission’s recent determinations only relate to information disclosure, and not to pricing.   
Wellington Airport has recently commenced consultation and is proposing to continue valuing land at market 
value existing use (rather than market value alternative use as specified by the Commission in its Input 
Methodologies Determination).  This one act adds an additional $156 million onto WIAL’s land value.  
Wellington Airport is proposing to apply a WACC of 11.8%, which is significantly greater than the mid-point 
WACC of 7.8% specified by the Commission in its Input Methodology Determination for WACC as at 31 March 
2011.  The airport is also proposing to depart from the Commission principles as to how revaluations should be 
treated.   
When including airports within the Part 4 regulatory regime the Government stated that the input methodologies 



 
 

would provide ‘better information to guide consultations between airlines and airports and pricing decisions’ and 
‘would also remove much of the contention under the current regime’.  Early experience indicates this is not 
proving to be the case. 
The Airport Authorities Act provides no constraint on airports, instead conferring an unfettered right to set 
charges as it thinks fit.  The most recent judicial precedents in relation to the Airport Authorities Act held that 
nothing in the Airport Authorities Act constrains an airport from setting charges which contain monopoly profits.  
The Court of Appeal in Air NZ Ltd v Wellington International Airport Ltd  [2009] NZCA 259 29 June 2009 held 
that an airport has no obligation under the Airport Authorities Act to price as if it were operating in a competitive 
market or to apply the valuation methodologies specified by the Commission.  The Court of Appeal majority 
specifically stated that there is no obligation in the Airport Authorities Act to the effect that airports cannot 
recover monopoly rents (refer specifically paras [36] and  [98]). 
BARNZ considers that airports need to be made subject to stronger regulation under Part 4 of the Commerce 
Act — namely negotiate/arbitrate regulation.  Without this, airports are simply able to dismiss the input 
methodologies as only applying to information disclosure and not needing to be followed for pricing purposes 
(where airports continue to have the right to set charges as they think fit under section 4A of the Airport 
Authorities Act) and are able to continue to set charges which enable monopoly profits to be earned. 

Q59 Are there barriers to the negotiation 
of efficient agreements between ports and 
shipping lines? 

This question was not asked in relation to airports.  BARNZ’ experience is that the right airport companies have 
under section 4A of the Airport Authorities Act to ‘set such charges as it from time to time thinks fit’ is a 
significant barrier to the negotiation of efficient agreements between airports and airlines.  Section 4A has been 
interpreted by the High Court and Court of Appeal as enabling an airport to set charges containing monopoly 
rents.  In the face of this ability, some airports take the position that they have an obligation to shareholders to 
maximise profit and therefore set charges as high as they judge they can without attracting price control under 
the Commerce Act.  The statutory ability on the part of an airport to set charges as it thinks fit is a significant 
barrier to the negotiation of agreements as all the cards are in the hand of one party.  There is not a level 
playing field.  
Bringing the three regulated airports under negotiate/arbitrate regulation in Part 4 of the Commerce Act (with 
removal of the right to set charges “as they think fit”) would greatly facilitate the development of long term 
agreements between airports and airlines. For instance, at Auckland Airport there has been a Terminal 
Services Agreement in existence since 1977 in relation to the airside terminal costs.  This provides for a 
recovery of actual operating costs, a return on and of the historic cost of plant and equipment and the payment 
of a space charge based on prevailing market rates for similar space in the CBD and Manukau City Centre.   
Annual wash-ups occur based on actual volumes and rent reviews occur every three years with arbitration 
provisions.  The TSC Agreement pre-dates the right airports had to set charges as they think fit which was 
introduced in the Airport Authorities Amendment Act 1986 (no 128), and which, in practice, has prevented the 
development of similar agreements.   

Q71 Is there a role for government to 
require the disclosure of performance 
measures in specific components, and to 

In relation to airports, BARNZ considers that the information disclosure requirements recently developed by the 
Commerce Commission under Part 4 provide the means by which airport performance measures should be 
disclosed.  These requirements should be allowed to be applied for several years before their adequacy is 
reviewed, presumably through the Commission’s annual monitoring process, as well as through the 



 
 

collate and publish that data? requirement on the Commission to review input methodologies every seven years.  
Q78 Has this issues paper covered the 
key issues? What other questions need to 
be asked? 

BARNZ has noted several questions which were asked in relation to ports, but not airports, and which are 
equally pertinent to airports, and have hence been responded to in that light by BARNZ, particularly questions 
58 and 59. 

Q79 What are the most important issues 
for the Commission to focus on to achieve 
the greatest improvements in the efficiency 
and productivity of New Zealand’s 
international freight transport services?. 

In relation to air freight, BARNZ considers that one of the most significant issues is the high level of aircraft 
landing charges set by airports under the power in the Airport Authorities Act to set charges “as they think fit”, 
including earning monopoly profits.  The lack of stronger regulation of airports under Part 4 of the Commerce 
Act enables the situation of airports earning monopoly profits from the movement of freight and passenger 
aircraft to continue at the expense of exporters and consumers of imports as well as travellers. 

 


